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Bring Your Projects to Life with John's Passion for Voice Over...




  

                                

                            



                                

                                
                                    
    
        
            
                


































    
        
            
                
                
                
                
                
                I would like to receive future communications
            
        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                
                
                
                I agree to the GDPR Terms & Conditions
                    
                
            
        

        
            
                
                    I confirm that I am at least 16 years of age or older



I have read and accept any EULA, Terms and Conditions, Acceptable Use Policy, and/or Data Processing Addendum which has been provided to me in connection with the software, products and/or services. 



I have been fully informed and consent to the collection and use of my personal data for any purpose in connection with the software, products and/or services. 



I understand that certain data, including personal data, must be collected or processed in order for you to provide any products or services I have requested or contracted for.  I understand that in some cases it may be required to use cookies or similar tracking to provide those products or services.. 



I understand that I have the right to request access annually to any personal data you have obtained or collected regarding me. You have agreed to provide me with a record of my personal data in a readable format. 



I also understand that I can revoke my consent and that I have the right to be forgotten. If I revoke my consent you will stop collecting or processing my personal data. I understand that if I revoke my consent, you may be unable to provide contracted products or services to me, and I can not hold you responsible for that. 



Likewise, if I properly request to be forgotten, you will delete the data you have for me, or make it inaccessible. I also understand that if there is a dispute regarding my personal data, I can contact someone who is responsible for handling data-related concerns. If we are unable to resolve any issue, you will provide an independent service to arbitrate a resolution. If I have any questions regarding my rights or privacy, I can contact the email address provided.
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Everything You Should Know About John!



                                


                                
(All the little known facts...)



                            


                                
John Melley is an Award Winning Voice Actor and Audio Marketing Specialist from Boston, Massachusetts and is currently celebrating his 29th year in Radio Broadcasting. John was with CBS Radio for more than 23 years before it merged with Audacy (Formerly Entercom) in 2017 and he continues his broadcasting career with them as the Commercial Production Director for Boston's award-winning Mix 104.1 (WWBX).


 


John was the recipient of the 2022 Massachusetts Broadcaster's Association Sound Bites Award for "Best Individual Commercial".

 


John has been heard on TV commercials for the Jerry Seinfeld Production: “Long Story Short” Starring Colin Quinn. He has performed characters for Atari video games, audio books, corporate training, and website audio. He’s voiced commercials for Irving Oil in the United States and Canada and voiced several software-based presentations for Hewlett Packard and other companies. John’s voice could also be heard at in a United Technologies Corporation exhibit the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library in California.



                            

                                
                            
                                
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                

                            
                                
                        

                    



He even played the part of a Meat Cutter in the Sony Pictures Film “The Equalizer” Starring Denzel Washington.


 








John is the creator of the powerful marketing tool for business owners called the AudioMERCIAL® - a custom interview program designed to build credibility and expert status for business owners and professionals. It’s so unique it has received Trademark Protection from the United States Patent and Trademark Office.


 


John is also the voice behind the openings for some of the biggest names in Podcasting. He is the voice for:





                                

                                
                                    

                                


                            

                            
                                
                                    



                                

                                
                                    
> Pat Flynn's Multi  Award Winning "Smart Passive Income" Podcast with more than 47 million downloads worldwide





                                

                            

                        
                                
                            


And he’s voiced and produced the openings for other notable shows like:





                                

                                
                                    

                                


                            

                            
                                
                                    



                                

                                
                                    
>  Amy Porterfield's "Online Marketing Made Easy"





                                

                            

                        


                            

                            
                                
                                    



                                

                                
                                    
> Mike Stelzner's "Social Media Examiner"





                                

                            

                        


                            

                            
                                
                                    



                                

                                
                                    
> "The American  Warrior Show" hosted by Mike Seeklander & Rich Brown 





                                

                            

                        
                                
                            


These are just a handful of the dozens of podcasts John has lent his voice and creative talents to.


 


John is also the creator and host of his own show: “The Voice Over Marketing Podcast” which has been nominated twice for “Best Voice Over Podcast of the Year.”


 


John is also the Author of 7 Insider Secrets to Profiting as a Voice Over Artist, available exclusively on Amazon.com’s Kindle.


 


John comes from a family business background and has applied the hard lessons learned from operating a retail business to create a business that suits him and his interests. 


 


In his spare time John likes exercise, kettlebells, kayaking in Maine, reading and spending time with family and his dogs "Quinn" and "Trudy." John is a lifelong resident of Massachusetts and lives with his wife Ann in the Boston area.








                

            


        


        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
Services



                        

                        
                            
John can assist you in many areas of your business, including coaching for your very own Voice Over career. 
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VOICE OVER PERFORMANCE COACHING
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PODCAST INTROS & OUTROS
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Animation Demo



                            









                            











 





                        


                                
Gaming Demo



                            






                            







 





                        


                                
Audiobook Demo



                            







FREE CONSULT
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Thank you for your interest in our services.



                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            


                                                        
Please know in order to give our clients our focused and undivided attention during recording sessions and production meetings, phones are not answered live. We ask you to leave a message.


 


Be sure to leave your full name, company name and phone number and a couple of good times to call you back.


 


Phone #: 617-616-8380


 


We will be sure to contact you directly by the close of the NEXT business day.


 


Or, please use the convenient contact form below.



                                                    


                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        


































    
        
            
                
                
                
                
                
                I would like to receive future communications
            
        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                
                
                
                I agree to the GDPR Terms & Conditions
                    
                
            
        

        
            
                
                    I confirm that I am at least 16 years of age or older



I have read and accept any EULA, Terms and Conditions, Acceptable Use Policy, and/or Data Processing Addendum which has been provided to me in connection with the software, products and/or services. 



I have been fully informed and consent to the collection and use of my personal data for any purpose in connection with the software, products and/or services. 



I understand that certain data, including personal data, must be collected or processed in order for you to provide any products or services I have requested or contracted for.  I understand that in some cases it may be required to use cookies or similar tracking to provide those products or services.. 



I understand that I have the right to request access annually to any personal data you have obtained or collected regarding me. You have agreed to provide me with a record of my personal data in a readable format. 



I also understand that I can revoke my consent and that I have the right to be forgotten. If I revoke my consent you will stop collecting or processing my personal data. I understand that if I revoke my consent, you may be unable to provide contracted products or services to me, and I can not hold you responsible for that. 



Likewise, if I properly request to be forgotten, you will delete the data you have for me, or make it inaccessible. I also understand that if there is a dispute regarding my personal data, I can contact someone who is responsible for handling data-related concerns. If we are unable to resolve any issue, you will provide an independent service to arbitrate a resolution. If I have any questions regarding my rights or privacy, I can contact the email address provided.
                

                
                    
                
            

        

    
                              


CONTACT ME!
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